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 The main change from the original is in the aircraft type names and the way they are presented. The aircraft are named after
the airline they belong to and each of these airlines are presented in a large scale, beautifully rendered detail. The backlit “photo
scene” aircraft name is set high on the wall, with the names in a nice flowing typeface. The main attraction here is the ability to
place A330s, A340s, A350s and A380s of any airline under the same roof. Each of these aircraft are displayed with a detailed
3D aircraft model, created by AFS Design and are also linked to the name of the airline they belong to. This is a wonderfully

detailed package and its worth a visit, just in case you are planning on replacing your A330 with an A380 or A340… The
package also includes a nice detailed presentation (a collection of photos), a very nice PDF of the page print out, that is
complete with a beautifully crafted, full size fold out, A4 presentation page. If you are planning to buy this package it is

available through AFS Design for US$999 (or £849). Who’s Behind I am a frequent reader of the great aviation websites and
forums on the internet and generally enjoy a good read or watch a few hours of flight simulator action, so I was very excited

when I first read about AFS Design’s 2015 Livery Pack. I’d seen the Airbus A380 aircraft re-design from the ground up and was
interested to see how well the company managed to translate the re-design, into a nicely presented package. More Details The

product itself is the Livery Package and it is divided into three sections, one for the A330, A340 and A350 aircraft and a further
three for the A380. The A350 package is also broken into two sections and the A330 and A340 package are two single sections.

It seems that AFS Design have been very careful in designing the Livery Pack and there is no overlap between the type of
aircraft it is designed for and the type of aircraft it is designed for. So if you buy the Livery Pack for the A330, you cannot use

it for the A340 and vice versa. The major difference in this Livery Package is that the aircraft are “lodged” (as I believe they are
called), which means 82157476af
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